Feel better physically and mentally through exercise.
Exercise for wellbeing body and soul
Perform physical activity to enhance well-being … in the long run, the most important thing is some kind of self-knowledge about how you work….to learn about how the body works and manage it in the best way possible.
Self-knowledge important to manage the disorder.
Self-knowledge most important
Self knowledge for use of managing strategies …you feel pressure from all directions so it's not that easy …you don't always have time to stop and see how you feel. If you have pain somewhere then someone with the flu takes priority. Not referring means prolonged disorders (doctor didn't take his responsibility)
Referral processes needed
Yes, I think there is immense bureaucracy around health care, …would it really have mattered…if the emergency room had given me a referral to an orthopaedist?
Immense bureaucracy around health care.
Health care too bureaucratic

Availability needed
You have to take responsibility for yourself … say that it's not working for me now, I'm in a lot of pain but then your place of work has to take responsibility to either let you be at home or at least lessen the workload for the individual.
Own responsibility to speak up, responsibility on place of work to lessen the load.
Must be mutual, from yourself and employer
Workplace involvement needed
There are quite a lot of authorities that just question and I find that difficult. I think that if you feel you have support, you can manage much better and perhaps find alternatives.
Questioning is difficult, can manage better if support is felt
Society should provide support instead of questioning
Emotional support needed
It is, gymnastics a couple of times a week and then learning about your body in some way would have been excellent in school, and then continue in working life as well.
Excellent with gymnastics and learning about your body in school.
School good platform for preventive measures
Provision of information, ergonomics, exercise needed
Complying with recommendations
It's the different professional groups who have a responsibility to inform and go out more and lecture and write, all these type of things so that people understand that this is important. Like taking a shortcut, fast and simple.
Chiropractor shortcut-quick and simple
Be given help/treatment
Disclaiming responsibility
There the responsibility must almost be placed on the women who looked after me, who know how a patient like me should be treated and what to do make the patient well again.
The woman who looked after me knows how it should be treated
Meds profs who have knowledge about the recovery
Relying on professionals with knowledge to act
No I don't think it can be prevented as it's hereditary so I don't think there's anything….because you can't do anything about your relatives.
Can't prevent disorders as they are hereditary Can't prevent disorder as hereditary
Biological processes
Responsibility irrelevant
And why did I get this, that it came so suddenly with my knee, it took me by surprise a little that I hadn't felt anything like my knee chafing, it came just like that. Had walked one step too many
The problem appeared so suddenly without warning
Disorders just appeared
Unpredictable
